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HELPING PATIENTS NAVIGATE
THEIR AUTOIMMUNE JOURNEY

Dear Friends of the Autoimmunity Institute,

Too often when a patient develops an autoimmune 
disease, they end up spinning their wheels in search 
of a diagnosis. They see specialist after specialist. 
Just keeping track of their medical records—not to 
mention the toll that uncertainty takes—can leave 
a patient running on fumes.

Then they make a pit stop at the Autoimmunity 
Institute. A systemic disease can affect any part of 
the body or the mind. But with 17 specialties under 
one roof, every symptom is in our wheelhouse. 
While some providers practice "my way or the 
highway," our diverse team of experts have created a 
truly collaborative environment, working together 
to design a holistic plan for every patient. Even 
when a case doesn’t quite fit within diagnostic 
criteria, as so often happens with these complex 
diseases, we are here to put every patient on the 
right track.

Our on-site, full-time research lab is where the 
rubber meets the road. We are racing to find better 
tools for diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment. We 
are racing to one day find a cure. We are racing to 
put patients living with autoimmunity back in the 
driver’s seat. 

Joseph Ahearn, MD
Chair

Linda Santelices, MS
Director of Research
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AUTO -IMM UNITY

Chronic  disease  care  and fast  car s   m ay 
see m l ike  an unl ikely  pa ir.  S o what ’ s  the 
connection betwee n th e  Autoim m un ity 
Inst itute  and automobil e  racin g?  The 
answe r  is  Michael  Linn ,  Vice  Chair 
of  the  Relapsing Polychon dr it is  ( R P) 
Foundation,  Co -Founde r  of  Race for  R P, 
and phi lanthropist  raci n g  to  con q ue r 
autoimmunity.
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A Q&A  WIT H MICHAEL LINN
CHAMPION F OR  AUTOIMMUNE CARE

How did you get involved with the Autoimmunity 
Institute?

I got a call from what was formerly AARDA, now known as 
the Autoimmunity Association. Virginia Ladd had read an 
announcement about the launch of the AHN Autoimmunity 
Institute. Opening a dedicated center for autoimmune care 
had been a long-term objective, so when Virginia called 
me, I could barely understand her – she was that excited. I 
responded in kind. I told her if there was anything I could do 
to get involved, I’d get on a train or a plane that day. Eventually 
Dr. Joe Ahearn and I got in touch and agreed to meet. We both 
drove to AARDA outside of Detroit. Listening to him describe 
the mission of the Autoimmunity Institute was just fantastic. 
That was 2018.

How did the Autoimmunity Institute get involved with 
automobile racing?

Sometime after that, AARDA had a meeting in Washington 
DC and we were invited along with Drs. Manzi and Ahearn. 
I brought my son with me. (I told him it would be a spring 
break trip, but he knew there was something going on in 
autoimmunity land.) My mom happened to be in town, too. 
The net of it is, everyone was invited to dinner – there was 
even a pending snowstorm – and yet there’s all this action at 
the table, free-flowing, sincere. We just hit it off.

In the course of that meeting, I leaned over and told Dr. 
Ahearn that my brother-in-law is an amateur racer, and from 
time to time we have an opportunity to put decals on racecars. 
I asked if he would be interested in putting the AHN logo on 
a car, and he said yes. That fact that he made that decision 
on the spot? I said this guy has my attention! And with the 
creativity, time and energy that went into the Autoimmunity 
Institute, they deserved the attention. 

Why is automobile racing a productive space for raising 
disease awareness?

We had been promoting disease awareness this way with Race 
for RP. But there are so many more autoimmune diseases, so 
we decided to use AUTO-immunity as an umbrella to raise 
awareness for a broader group of patients. The drivers and 
teams opened the door to our primary awareness campaign. 
It’s an international sport that has a near cult-following. 
There’s an inherent team spirit to it. And the people who are 
involved are not afraid of a challenge. If you say to the average 
person, I want to climb Mount Everest, they think you’re nuts. 
But if you say it to a known climber, they say, when do you 
want to go? Essentially we were adopted by the auto racers 
who were highly collaborative and immediately helpful. 

How is the Autoimmunity Institute like a full-service pit 
stop?

They’re not leaving you alone. The patient arrives, there’s 
a deep team with expertise, offering traditional and other 
medicine, and they’re going to stick with you. And that, to 
me, is what full service means. It’s not like a restaurant chain 
where you show up with your order in mind and money in 
hand. The providers here are going to help you navigate this 
journey, wherever you may be, and I think that’s massively 
different than other institutions. There’s lot of thought that 
went into this beyond the science and the medical care. It was 
designed to be more like a DisneyTM 5-star check-in process. 
Besides being a first-class, good looking place, I watched it 
work. There are very few people who could have pulled off 
what they’ve done here.
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FULL- SERVICE PIT- STOP

Kyle Marcell i
Professional  Race Car Driver

"The Autoimmunity Institute is like a full-service pit-
stop. When I come in the pits in a race, full-service stop 
means we’re changing the driver in an endurance race, 
we’re changing the tires, we’re adding fuel, maybe making 
adjustments to the car, and then we’re back in the race.

At the Autoimmunity Institute, it’s the same thing. A 
patient can go there and not just see one specialist, but 
multiple specialists, and it’s this central hub ultimately 
trying to find answers and cures. I thought it was really 
cool and exciting and positive and hopeful for patients. 

It’s amazing how once you’re exposed to autoimmunity, 
you start seeing it everywhere. I’m racing for everyone 
who’s involved or associated with an autoimmune 
disease, whether it’s yourself, someone you know, a 
friend or a family member, or just a donor, a doctor, or 
a scientist. It’s all of the above. Whether we win or 
we don’t win, the people who are affected by it are a 
part of something bigger. If you’re a patient at home, 
there are people who are trying to raise awareness or 
education, raise money, do research. It’s a big picture 
thing. It involves more than the driver behind the wheel."

KYLE MARCELLI
with a young fan
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A WINNING  T E AM

Whe n a  pat ie nt  has  a  di s eas e  that  does n 't 
a lways  show up on stan dard tests ,  the 
path to  diagnosis  can be  a  l on g  road.  An d 
yet  their  inte ract ions  with  the  heal thcare 
syste m can feel  cursor y,  l ike  a  dr ive -
through.  At  the  Autoimm un ity  In st itute, 
we are  pat ie nt  advocates  above a l l  e l s e : 
l i ste ning is  at  the  hea r t  of  what  we do. 
Al l  of  our  team me mbe r s  are  dr ive n  to 
improve the  pat ie nt  expe r ie n ce,  an d 10 of 
our  provide rs  we re  named  Top D octor s 
by Pittsburgh Magazin e TM in  2 02 2 . 

KRISTI ROSENBERRY, RN
&

CLARE CLIFTON, PA
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Susan Manzi, MD, MPH - Rheumatology
Director, Lupus Center of Excellence
Chair, Medicine Institute
Medical Director, Lupus Foundation of America

"We understand that people aren’t textbook cases and  we don’t dismiss people if they don’t 
fit into a classic mold.  We believe in shared decision making and welcoming patients to ask 
questions and be a part of the plan."

Briana DiSilvio, MD - Pulmonary & Critical Care
Director, Interstitial Lung Disease Clinic
Director, Post-COVID-19 Recovery Clinic
Pittsburgh MagazineTM "Rising Star"

"At the Autoimmunity Institute, our providers and staff are focused on providing tailored 
comprehensive care to this complex population of patients while also engaging the 
support team. Helping patients and families comfortably navigate the health care system 
is just one way we try to lessen the burden of their disease."

Adam Dore, DO - Rheumatology
Division Chief, Rheumatology

"The providers at the Autoimmunity Institute  leave no stone unturned! The collaboration amongst 
different specialties routinely discussing and managing difficult and out of the ordinary situations, 
and the transformational team along with the staff providing the extra support for patients, makes 
it an extraordinary place leading to specialized care unlike anywhere else in the country." 

PITTSBURG H MAGAZ INE TM TOP DOCTORS 2022

Sonia Manocha, MD - RheumatologyJamil Alkhaddo, MD - Endocrinology
Chief, Division of Endocrinology
Diabetes Lead Specialist, Highmark Living Health

"The collaboration and team support are an essential part of the Autoimmunity Institute’s 
success and our ability to provide a higher level of care. The team provides education around 
nutrition, medications, and other important aspects of care that leave the physician's interaction 
with patients more productive."
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Tanmayee Bichile, MD - Rheumatology

"I consider myself lucky to work with the providers and the rest of the team at 
Autoimmunity Institute. Everyone is bringing their A game  to work  - it's a mix of different 
characteristics, but especially the compassion and tireless dedication to get patients with 
autoimmune diseases better is what makes this a great team!"

Paul Lebovitz, MD - Gastroenterology
Vice Chairman, Medicine Institute

"I really believe that providers in the Autoimmunity Institute  are the model of how we 
put the patient central in care.  Their utilization of team-based and multidisciplinary care 
helps a patient diagnosed with a chronic disease not only understand and treat the disease, 
but also maintain a positive quality of life."

Holly Lowther, MD - Rheumatology

"I really think that our patients benefit greatly from the collaborative effort that occurs 
between providers and the team at the Autoimmunity Institute.  We have been able to 
provide comprehensive support for our patients with the help of our Pharmacy, Nursing, 
Social Work, Dietary and Behavioral Health teams.  As we work together, we are truly 
providing excellent health care." 

PITTSBURG H MAGAZ INE TM TOP DOCTORS 2022

Ellen Lu, MD - Allergy & ImmunologyAlicia Kaplan, MD - Psychiatry
Medical Director, Center for Adult Anxiety & OCD

"The multidisciplinary approach truly benefits the patients in utilizing a biopsychosocial 
framework for overall wellness.  I truly enjoy collaborating with the providers and staff in 
this welcoming center."
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FUELING THE  F UT UR E

The Rhe umatology Fel l ows hip prog ram 
was  establ ished in  2 018  with  the 
launch of  the  Autoim m un ity  In st itute. 
O ur  fe l lows have ex pe r ie n ced m ul t i -
specia lty,  integrated team - bas ed care 
from the ve ry  start .  Thes e  exce ption al 
tra inees  are  e mbedded  in  our  m is s ion . 
Graduates  of  the  pro g ram  s hape their 
future  pract ices  on th e  l es s on s  l earn ed 
within  our  wal ls ,  expan din g  our  vis ion 
for  coordinated care  nat ionwide.

CHRISTIAN GRANT, MD
2022 Fellow
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Aquilah West
Medical Assistant

MICHAEL LUCKE, MD
RHEUMATOLOGY FELLOWSHIP 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

What are you looking for when you recruit 
a fellow? 

ML: The types of doctors that are attracted to 
training here at AHN and the Autoimmunity 
Institute are comfortable assessing some of 
these complex rheumatologic cases that often 
need collaboration across different specialties. 
Often in rheumatology and autoimmunity, 
there is no single diagnostic test, and it’s about 
taking all the pieces of a patient’s history 
and examination, as well as some of the lab 
tests and imaging studies obtained, to reach 
that diagnosis. We look for those doctors 
who want to further their expertise through 
the complexity of cases seen here, as well 
as learn from the perspectives of multiple 
rheumatologists and specialists within the 
group.

Doctors who are going to be a good match 
and fit for our program are those who 
excel with some of the uncertainly in the 
diagnostic workup. Many fellows applying 
have accomplished significant research in 
rheumatology and other fields that have 
separated them from their peers—showing 

that they’re looking not just at one patient in 
front of them, but trying to uncover some of 
the mysteries behind these illnesses.

NW: You could call it a puzzle aspect – you’re 
presented with an interesting case and you’re 
probably the fourth person to see this patient. 
You’re the person that might be able to figure it 
out. And it’s an ever-expanding field, with new 
treatment options, and our fellows find that 
really interesting.

For a patient, what’s the benefit of being 
treated by both experienced providers and 
current trainees?

NW: Trainees, especially as we’re getting 
close to taking boards, are about as fresh 
as you can get on the current literature 
and recommendations. On the other hand, 
someone who’s been in the field for a long 
time has seen this before, has maybe seen this 
disease present in an unusual way before, and 
they are "out of the box" diagnosticians. So you 
have the more traditional text book knowledge 
and then some life experience that results in 
two different perspectives for the same patient.

NICHOL AS WIEMER , D O 
FELLOW

AQUILAH WEST
Medical Assistant
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CARE PATHWAYS

The Autoimmunity  Inst itute  treats  pat ie nts 
t hrough Cl inical  Care  Pathways:  a  coordinated, 
d at a- drive n,  and standards-based approach 
to  m anaging chronic  disease.  Provide rs  help 
p at i e nts  with  Inflammatory B owel  D isease, 
R he umatoid  Arthrit is  or  Psoriat ic  Arthrit is 
choose a  treatme nt  goal ,  usual ly  re mission. 
D i s ease  act ivity  is  measured at  each vis i t ,  and 
t he rape utic  adjustme nts  are  made eve ry  1-3 
m on t hs.  Unl ike  a  non-targeted approach,  our 
Pat hways  decrease  variabi l i ty  of  care,  improving 
c l i n i cal  outcomes at  lowe r  cost .



SHIFTING G E ARS

The Autoimmunity  Inst itute  has  a  ful l -
t ime,  on-s ite  research team  racin g  to  fin d 
bet te r,  faste r  ways  to  d iag n os e,  m on itor, 
and treat  these  compl ex dis eas es.  O n e 
such physic ian resea rche r  is  Tar un 
Sharma,  MD,  a  rhe umatol og ist  who l eads 
the  Rhe umatoid  Arthr it is  ( RA)  Care 
Pathway.  D r.  Sharma is  curre n tly  the 
principal  invest igator  of  a  study  which 
wi l l  help  find the  safe st ,  m ost  effect ive 
way to  tape r  medicat ion  am on g  pat ie n ts 
with  RA once their  symptom s  are  un de r 
control .

PAIGE RUTTER, MS
Senior Clinical Research Coordinator
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TARUN SHARMA, MD
DIRECTOR , RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS CENTER OF EXC ELLENC E

What is the background for this study?

When we start a younger patient with RA 
on an  immune suppressant treatment, one 
of their first questions when we write that 
prescription is, how long do I have to take this 
medication? And once they’ve been on it for a 
while and start to feel better, the next question 
they ask is, can I reduce or stop this medication 
now? Those are intuitive questions we face 
all the time. And when we surveyed patients 
about the use of biologics, they had a very high 
interest in tapering their medication. 

What will doctors be able to learn from it?

First we performed an initial study through 
the Autoimmune Association Grant about 
different tapering strategies and which 
specific mediations can be safely tapered—
methotrexate, expensive biologics—and 
we found that methotrexate can be tapered 
with a very low risk of flare compared to 
biologics. We wanted to do a deeper dive into 
this particular finding, and that’s what we’re 
doing in with the AHN, Highmark Health, 
Penn State Clinical and Translational Science 
Institute Collaborative Grant: looking at 
different strategies of tapering methotrexate 
in stable, well-controlled RA. We would also 
survey patients and providers to see if they’re 
interested in that strategy.  

What’s the benefit of partnering with 
another research institution?

There’s a benefit any time you have heads 
coming together. We’re partnering with 
senior investigators at Penn State, academic 
rheumatologists. This study is unique in the 
sense that with Penn State, we have different 
populations, not just larger populations. They 
have the central PA mix of demographics, 
and here we have the urban population 
in Pittsburgh. So when you have a larger 
population, the results become stronger, more 
reliable and more generalizable.

How will this work potentially help 
patients with RA?

Clinical care is great, because that’s where we 
start to think about what we don’t know in 
medical science. It’s wonderful to impact the 
health of one patient at a time. The potential 
benefit of this work, and what draws me to 
research, is the opportunity to impact care 
of all patients with RA if our findings are 
significant.  The largest impact of this study 
will be measuring the reduced medication use 
and the health outcomes of these patients, 
ultimately impacting clinical care by reducing 
risk of long-term immune suppression. 

ERIN FAIGHT
Research  Scientist
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GOING THE EXT RA MILE

The Autoimmunity  In st itute  is  a 
dest ination for  autoimmune care  because 
our  model  is  unique in  the  worl d.  We've 
treated pat ie nts  fro m  4 4  states  an d 
counting.  Whe n an o ut- of- state  pat ie n t 
makes  an appointme n t  with  us ,  the 
e ntire  team goes  the  extra  m il e  to  m ake 
the m feel  welcome an d at  hom e.
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A Q&A WITH AMANDA, AUTO I M M UNI TY I NST I T UT E  PAT I E NT
ST. CL AIRSVILE,  OHIO

How did you end up at the Autoimmunity 
Institute?

I started out testing positive some years 
ago with lupus. Before I knew it, Relapsing 
Polychondritis reared its ugly head. I was going 
to ENTs and ERs, but since it’s a super rare 
disease, no one knew what it was. I went to an 
orthopedic surgeon who said my knee pain was 
just a little wear and tear. Another doctor told 
me there was nothing wrong with me. It’s been 
a long road to get help.

I started searching on the internet and came 
across the Autoimmunity Institute. Once Dr. 
Manzi and Amanda Bembic started treating 
me, I was able to get the disease under control. 
I still have flares, but if I had not gone to the 
Autoimmunity Institute, I don’t know what I 
would have done. The unknown was as scary 
as the pain. 

How was the the care you received here 
different?

At the height of my problems, a doctor sat with 
me for three minutes and then said, I’ll see you 
in six months. That’s not going to work—this is 
long-term. When you  go to the Autoimmunity 
Institute, they listen to your symptoms. The 
first time going in, of course I was nervous. 
Would they be able to help me? But they’re 
very educated. Dr. Manzi had experience in 
RP—it’s really hard to find that. She has a really 
good bedside manner, she has compassion, she 
has passion for the job she does, and she treats 
us very well. 

Sometimes you just get lost in paperwork, but 
here I actually felt like a patient instead of a 
number. From the receptionist who answers 
the phone, to the doctors, the assistants 
the nurses—it’s been phenomenal. It was 
very efficient. They’re very thorough—I’m 
impressed with that. The holistic treatment 
intertwines. I learned techniques like 
meditation, and nutrition based on what my 
body feels, not fads or trends. You’re not going 
to find that any other place: your

rheumatologist and nutritionist and therapist 
all in one. 

What has it been like living with an 
autoimmune disease?

These autoimmune diseases change your 
whole life. It’s like the monster under your 
bed as a kid. It’s so sneaky. All of a sudden it 
shows up—not just in your mind but in your 
body. But it doesn’t always show up on X-rays 
or a CT scan or an MRI. Sometimes when 
people can’t see it, they basically say it’s in your 
head. A lot of us patients go through that. It 
upsets us—and our caregivers, because they 
can’t help us. I’ll say it another way: when 
you have an autoimmune disease, the body is 
like a computer, but a little piece of code got 
rewritten. It still works, but it’s glitchy. That 
little piece of code tells the body to attack itself.

If someone had said, hey, you’re going to have 
this autoimmune disease and it’s going to 
attack the cartilage in your ears, I wouldn't 
have believed them. This is an ornery disease. 

It’s such a lonely path. That’s the reason why 
I participated in research. One it’s so rare, 
and two, it’s awful for other people to have 
to suffer. So why not all of us who’ve been 
diagnosed with it speak up and say something? 
The more information we can get out there 
the better, not just for the patients but for the 
medical field. 

Will you continue to travel out of state to 
receive care?

There’s no question. When you find this kind 
of healthcare, you’re going to do what you have 
to do to get there.  The medication does help. 
And if my symptoms get bad, I go talk to the 
team and they make adjustments as needed. I 
have my days, because the disease does flare, 
but not as severely with the medication I’m 
taking. And the diet change has really helped. 
There are treatments and there’s management, 
and that’s why I’m thankful for AHN. They 
will get to the bottom of it. You might still have 
pain, and you still have the disease, but they’re 
on your side.

CARE TRANSFORMATION TEAM CLINICAL RESEARCH TEAM
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Dear Friends of the Autoimmunity Institute,

2022 was an extremely exciting year for the Autoimmunity Institute as we 
realize our vision of focusing on diversity, equity and inclusion intentionally, 
courageously and openly.  To meet this goal and foster an inclusive and safe 
environment with a sense of belonging for all staff, our team participated in 
four micro-sessions and one Inclusivity Reset session.  These sessions were 
created by the Enterprise Equitable Health Institute (EEHI) team and led 
by Dr. Margaret Larkins-Pettigrew, Senior Vice President and chief clinical 
diversity officer. 

This year's micro-sessions were intended to help staff understand how small 
actions and incremental change at the individual and team level can create and 
sustain an inclusive culture. Discussions focused on topics such as the ‘Five 
Habits of Inclusion’ (empower, support, cooperate, be open, be fair), the pain 
of exclusion, and understanding and managing conscious and unconscious bias 
during decision making. Staff also learned how to develop inclusive habits that 
can lead to meaningful conversations, engagement, and improved productivity 
in their work space.

During these meaningful dialogues, staff were engaged, provided feedback 
and comments, and shared their lived experiences.  Many team members 
expressed how these discussions will improve social interactions with patients, 
family, friends, neighbors and strangers.  As a woman of color, I am encouraged 
to pursue learning opportunities to establish understanding, increase 
knowledge, and create allies for all cultures.  My hope is that what is learned 
in these sessions becomes contagious and spreads beyond the walls of the 
Autoimmunity Institute. 

The Autoimmunity Institute will continue to foster an inclusive and safe 
environment with a sense of belonging for all with more micro-sessions 
planned for 2023.  

NICOLE WILSON, MS 
Associate Director of Bioinformatics

DRIVING DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLU SION
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Associate Director of Bioinformatics,
Medicine Institute Research Program 
Equity Officer, MIRP & AHNRI 



RACE WITH US

Joi n  us  i n  our  race  to  defeat  autoimmunity.  Whethe r  you are  a  pat ie nt ,  
p rovi d e r,  careg ive r,  champion,  or  eve n just  l ike  fast  cars ,  our  partne rs 

hel p  us  pick  up speed on the  road to  opportunity.

Michael Linn, Vice Chair of the Relapsing Polychondritis  Foundation, Co-Founder of 
Race for RP; Louis Colmache, Head of Motorsport of FNA; Dr. Susan Manzi; Matteo Torre, 
President and CEO of FNA; Dr. Joseph Ahearn; and David Bammert, Director/President, 
Relapsing Polychondritis Foundation and Race for RP
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